
Elyon de Nevers was already on her way back to Kiast when she picked up an emergency 
call. "R2, can you amplify the signal, please," she asked her astromech.  R2-E2 beeped her 
response and rushed to the port to amplify the signal. 
 
"This is an emergency call from  the clan Odan-Urr shuttle ... we crashed ... and we have 
wounded ... please help ..." This is where the message ends and repeats itself.  
 
 "R2, please locate the source of the signal," Elyon asked, and set to work. 
 
The yellow astromech whistled again and went on to work. After a while, he whistled again.  
 
"What? The signal is coming from the planet Sif, what our clan could be looking for," Elyon 
thought aloud.  
 
"We'll try to send them a message and we'll come to their aid. What do you think about that, 
R2," Elyon asked, looking back. 
 
R2-E2 suppressed its affirmative answer.  "Great, could you please amplify our transmitter 
signal," Elyon asked, turning to control again.  After a while, R2 announced the readiness of 
the transmitter.  
 
 "Great job, R2." She praised him for turning on the recording.  
 
"This is Jedi Elyon de Nevers from the clan Odan-Urr, I caught your message and I'm 
heading for you." Then she sent the message and quickly entered the coordinates into the 
navicomp.  
 
 "Okay, coordinates entered, jump is ready... so here we go, Elyon said, moving the lever 
toward her. At that moment, the ship jumped into hyperspace. 
 
Before long, Elyon's shuttle reached the planet Sif. The planet is with a hint of orange and 
purple.  
 "Interesting planet," Elyon remarked, looking at the results of the scans she'd done.  
 
"I really like it, but I don't like the radiation. It's low, but it can be dangerous for our people in 
prolonged contact. R2 Please locate the ship so I can set a course," she begged, and 
continued to focus on the data. The Astromech quickly found the crashed ship and set the 
coordinates on the computer.  
 
 "Thanks, R2."  Elyon headed for the surface. 
 
The ship crashed on a long plain on a remote continent.  "I can see her now."  Elyon led the 
shuttle to the crashed ship. 
 
"All right, R2.We'll find out the condition and decide accordingly," Elyon turned and looked at 
her droid mate. 
 



Elyon extended the ramp, and they both descended to the planet.  The ground was soft to 
reach.  
 
 "Be careful not to fall over and roll over." She warned Elyon the astromech.  They moved to 
the ship as quickly as possible.  
 
“Hello, is anyone inside?” Elyon called, looking after the door opened.  Before she could find 
and use it, the door opened and a member of the armed staff stood inside.  
 
"You've finally arrived. Thanks to the Force. " the man said angrily. "We did what we could. 
How's the ship," she asked him.  
 
"The ship was badly damaged, but it can be repaired," the man replied. 
 
"This is R2-E2. It will help me with repairs."  She introduced the droid. "We'll get to work, 
too," Elyon said.  They both went to work.  After 2 hours, her holoprojector.  After watching 
the report, Elyon had to act quickly.  
 
"I must return to the clan immediately. I will leave my droid here, but he will help repair the 
rest of the ship.' 
 
"Good," the man sighed.  "R2, take care of yourself."  Elyon said, caressing him.  R2 
muttered the answer and returned to work.  
 
"I'm so sorry, but I have to," she apologized once more, then headed outside and soldered to 
her shuttle.  Eventually she flew away. 
 
R2-E2 continued to repair.  He also struggled with the problems of the people around him. It 
took a long time for him to get the ship up and running. He turned on the system one by one 
and controlled them. People cursed him and didn't treat him nice, even though he finished 
the repairs. 
 
After several attempts, the ship detached from the ground.  LThe crew and ship of the bulls 
rescued.  
 
The people dangerously arrived back at Kiast. Where Elyon and R2-D2 met again.  "I heard 
you got some advice. You're a great droid and mechanic," Elyon said, stroking the 
astromech's head again. 
 
"Thank you, R2-E2. Go great droid and friend!" Elyon smiled and the girl looked at him. And 
so the droid saved innocent lives from the planet Sif. 


